VA policy on smartphone recreational gaming at VA facilities, cemeteries

VA welcomes those coming to our medical center campuses that are volunteering to serve or visiting our nation’s Veterans. Our primary duty is to provide Veterans and their families’ safe access to care and benefits with respect to their privacy. We encourage the public to be respectful of our Veterans receiving health care at the facility and abide by the federal access and conduct laws VA facilities have. Recreational gaming, like Pokémon Go, is not permitted at VA’s medical campuses.

VA’s National Cemeteries are national shrines honoring the sacrifices of America’s Veterans and their families. Recreational activities, such as biking and dog-walking, are not permitted. Recreational gaming, like Pokémon Go, is not permitted at VA’s national cemeteries. We request that visitors to any national cemetery exhibit the respect and decorum of our shrines follow federal regulations governing access and behavior and proper cemetery etiquette.

VA leadership and VA police will continue to enforce laws and regulations to keep our Veterans, visitors, patients and employees safe, and allow VA to fulfill its mission to provide timely care and greatest benefits for our Veterans.